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ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
 
 
Chapter 1. The Inheritance 
 
When my grandfather died, he left me no riches. Instead, he left me the rights to author his biography. 

With his characteristic blend of self-irony and sincere awareness, he may have felt he was granting me 

something even more significant. Or, perhaps, did he remember that already as a child I’d started  to write 

a book about him? Back then, I’d spent a lot of time with my grandparents, and my grandfather—Günther, 

for in our family even the children call the adults by their first names—was as familiar to me as Christel, 

my grandmother, although twice as mysterious. I of course knew that he was a chemist, that he at one 

time headed a  Max Planck Institute, and that he now, white-haired and wearing a suit and bow tie, was 

working on important discoveries in his gigantic study. Sometimes I had the impression that something in 

his life did not turn out the way it should have. What exactly that was, I didn’t know, it wasn’t really talked 

about. When, many years later, in fall 2003, he died, it was clear to me that I’d be taking the inheritance 

thing seriously. I wanted to find out what kind of life my grandfather had led. And how it was connected to 

my life. 

The evening after Günther’s death, I accompanied Geo, my father, to Bismarckstrasse, to the 

house in Mülheim where my grandparents had lived for nearly half a century. We stopped in Günther’s 

study, where, of all the areas on the large ground-floor level of the house, his presence was most clearly 

felt. Stacks of papers, documents, and books lay on the conference table, on chairs, on the couch. I sat in 

Günther’s black swivel armchair, behind whose backrest I could hide myself as a child and on which I 

loved to spin around. Now the black leather was completely worn away, which struck me as almost overly 

symbolic. As though it had been prepared by a set designer for a film. 

I took out my pencil and sketch book to make a drawing for the obituary. Fortunately, the idea of 

making a drawing had come to me, which meant I could occupy myself with him, with his surroundings, 

his things, his massive iron hole puncher, the gold-plated letter opener—and yet not too intensely. I could 

divert any feelings that might arise into strokes, lines, and hatchings. 
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Geo lingered nearby; he was calm as always, looked through some papers, drank a glass of 

schnapps. He’d lost his father, I my grandfather, a childhood hero. On the wall hung a watercolor showing 

Günther as a twelve-year-old. An attentive boy with blue eyes, holding a small object in his hand. “I’m 

guessing that it’s some kind of electrical inductor,” said Geo, as he observed the picture. At the bottom 

was the year: 1925. It had already occurred to me earlier that Günther had evidently intended on having 

this child portrait in his study, where it hung among bookshelves and green wool-covered filing cabinets, 

in addition to a faded oil portrait of his father, a framed photograph of his mentor and dissertation adviser, 

Karl Ziegler, and an abstract, somber-looking Japanese painting. 

There was a history behind the painting: Günther had gone to dinner one evening with a few 

other people at the restaurant in the Hugenpoet Castle Hotel. At a neighboring table a small disturbance 

broke out; apparently it didn’t go very well for one of the guests, a Japanese man. Knowing that Günther 

had a professorial title, the maître d’ asked for his help. Günther was of course no medical doctor, but that 

didn’t matter, for after a few questions he discovered that the man was exhausted from a long flight and 

had jet lag. Günther prescribed that he be provided with a hotel room immediately, along with a bottle of 

champagne. Three months later, a large package arrived from Japan containing a framed oil painting and 

a greeting card: “My heartfelt thanks for your help, champagne, and girl.” I’ve never quite been able to 

figure out the reference to the girl. Christel, my grandmother, thought that it might refer to the 

chambermaid who brought the champagne. 

I now stood in front of the artwork and reflected on it, wondering about its gloominess, the 

pastose, gray surface, the strange, thick tower that at the top had a kind of antenna. 

 

Pictures, furniture, books—it was now a matter of deciding what should happen with the things, although 

my father and his sister and brother were primarily responsible for that. It wasn’t yet clear whether they 

would take any of the inheritance at all; they first wanted to get an overview of Günther’s debts. 

Convinced to the last of the importance of his work, he spent whatever money came in—his salary as a 

professor emeritus and any royalties from patents—on new research. Also, the house itself was just 

rented from the Max Planck Society.  
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 My grandfather had been carefully preparing for his death ever since the mid-60s, when he 

started coming to terms with his mortality, as he put it, on account of a late-stage diagnosis of 

autoimmune disease. The details of his funeral had therefore been decided on for some time: For the 

public viewing, he was to be clothed in his smoking jacket, and after the burial, all the staff members from 

the institute should, on his behalf, eat and drink as long as they wanted to.  

 Later he had additional thoughts. He noticed I liked the red tea service with the margarete pattern 

and told me I could have it. On another occasion, he’d confided in me casually, but also a bit solemnly, 

that he wanted to bequeath to me the rights to write his biography. Accordingly, a note to this effect was 

included in the safe. As the oldest granddaughter, my name stood at the very top of the list: Naomi, 

Biography G.O. Schenck. 

 As an eight-year-old, I’d already begun to write about his life. My Grandpa Günther, the book 

would be called, and be about a scientist who played the clarinet and the cello, always had orange-

colored shoes in the trunk of his car, and saved the dolphins at our big local zoo. Whenever his 

handkerchief was pulled out of his breast pocket more than usual, it meant he was currently thinking over 

something important and could absolutely not be spoken to in those moments. Moreover, it was not 

advisable to close your eyes when behind him, for he had a black belt in karate, and at times when 

someone emerged from behind him, he’d grab them with both arms and fling them over the table. When 

dinner guests came over, he’d often disappear and my grandmother would eventually discover him in the 

bathtub. 

 There were many such anecdotes, besides the sheer span of his life, which stretched from the 

eve of World War I to shortly after the attacks on the World Trade Center. It occurred to me that at some 

point, with vague intentions, I’d set up a Schenck chest in which I’d stored his Christmas letters, photos, 

professional cassettes and photocopied publications with plenty of those formulas that meant nothing to 

me. Although my father was likewise a chemist, I never did well in chemistry and dropped the subject as 

soon as I could. Later, I’d studied art and eventually became a production designer. In addition, I’ve 

written short stories and radio plays. That probably had much to do with why Günther had assigned me 

the task of writing his biography—even though he knew that I barely understood anything about his 

scientific legacy. 
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 My siblings also were given tasks corresponding to their education and training. Jost, the lawyer, 

would become responsible for the legal issues of the companies (if any) that might yet be established as 

a result of Günther’s patents; Toby, who has his own software company, would be on the board of 

directors (if any such boards came into being) looking out for the family’s interests. Both of them could 

muster only a kind of weary smile in response to their supposed legacies 

 “And what did Günther leave to you?” I asked my sister Hanna, who studied philosophy.  

 “I should look into further developing his approaches to the philosophy of science.” 

 She sounded somewhat irritated. “At one time he’d made a list of ways to avoid faulty reasoning 

in scientific matters,” she said. “I’ll probably find it again somewhere. Although I didn’t find it so incredibly 

original.” 

 “What kinds of things were in it?” 

 “Above all else, he warned against epidemics of mental disorders.” 

 “You mean like National Socialism?” 

 “Exactly, but other things too, like anything to do with a hysteria that somehow completely takes 

hold of people. He wanted one to first review a list of questions before professing a point of view.” 

 “Did he include the topic of atmospheric pollution?” 

 I was thinking about his tirades against politicians who talk about stuff without any empirical 

basis. His anger with the Greens, who debated the effects of pollution on the forests but had no real 

understanding of it. But then it turned out they were the only political party taking his unorthodox theories 

seriously when he published on the topic in the European trade papers in the mid-80s. 

 “Yes, exactly! That was one of his examples.” 

 I made a note to myself about the faulty reasoning. Why not just begin my biography on Günther 

and see where it leads me? Besides, I needed to prepare for a little speech I wanted to give at the service 

in Heidelberg. At that time I was trying to get over my shyness about speaking in public and wanted to 

use the occasion to practice. 

 In the small chapel on the mountain cemetery of his hometown, I read from a short, prepared text. 

I described how Günther, in the hospital, two days before his death, had said: “I’m dying, but I don’t want 
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to die.” And I told about how, until just shortly before the end, he’d clear out the dishwasher all by himself 

with his eyes closed just to stay in training, as he put it.  

 Günther had long ago decided to be cremated, which I thought was fine. When the time comes to 

think about these matters, perhaps I’d also prefer that. Just a few weeks earlier I’d been looking for a plot 

at a cemetery with a crematorium, in which two scenes of a movie would be shot. In Krefeld I hit pay dirt 

with the grandiose marble monuments of two Gypsy tribes, the Sinti and Roma. A staff member at the 

cemetery explained the crematorium to me. He couldn’t start up the oven for me, but he did show me a 

kind of dustpan and a sieve that one would use to filter the ashes after the burning of the corpse. Just in 

case any metal pieces remained behind. 

 

The morning after the burial I took the first high-speed train  from Heidelberg to Berlin. The wheels of the 

cars glided softly through the darkness, the other passengers either slept or worked soundlessly on their 

laptops. I looked out the window, in which the compartment was reflected, laying itself like a piece of film 

over the harbor, the lights of the industrial plants rolling by on the other side of the Rhine River, past the 

still dark blocks of apartment buildings, then small forests, fields, and farm yards. I contemplated my 

project. How could a book about Günther begin? Riding in a train, glancing over the landscape? But he 

almost never traveled by train. Instead, he much more often sat at the steering wheel of his white 

Mercedes, which had become rusted out and totally banged up in the rear from getting in and out of 

parking places. As a child I had the impression he’d drive at insane speeds. One time we were leaving 

some resort town that I’d visited with my grandparents over the weekend when I began crying in the back 

seat, feeling certain that our final hour had struck. The wavering needle of the speedometer showed over 

80 miles per hour. 

 As it grew lighter and someone pushed a coffee cart past, I unpacked my computer and set up a 

file with the name “Günther.” I wrote down a few memories, but then my thoughts wandered to the 

upcoming weeks. After two months without any work, I’d finally landed a job. Although it was normal in 

the film industry to begin gradually in the new year after the winter months, the time I’d spent against my 

will as a bohemian gnawed away not only at my bank account but also a bit at my self-image. I closed the 

Günther file and opened the script that the film production department had sent to me the day before. I 
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created the breakdown sheet: House Tellmann. Villa Binz. Community Garden. The Roadhouse by the 

Sea. 

 That was my job: To find and set up the film locations. Villa Binz should be a kind of fairy-tale 

house in the woods, appealing and somewhat run down. Later it would be revealed to have been burned 

down as part of an insurance fraud. Horst Tellmann was the blunt, tight-lipped police investigator. 

Reflecting his character, the House Tellmann, as seen from the street, should somehow be hidden from 

view, German, sturdily built, set low behind trees or hedges. No next-door neighbors; behind the garden a 

wooded area where one could escape to. The location scout’s suggestions placed the setting in the 

Henry Ford district in Berlin, where in the 50s the Americans had stationed their officers. More or less 

identical bungalows, from the outside historically suitable, but with very sleek interiors, as I could see by 

flipping through the photos. Bookshelves, Eames lounge chairs, art on the walls. Expensive children’s 

bikes and slate bathrooms with corner bathtubs.  

 How did people ever get so much money? I allowed myself this thought and wondered whether 

there was envy behind it. I indeed knew the answer: Many people earned more than a production 

designer. Many were dual-income couples. Many inherited wealth. I reflected on how it would have felt if 

Günther’s will had provided me a five- or even six-figure bequest. The thought was intriguing.  

 Just before arriving in Berlin, I noticed my fingernails needed a polish. That reminded me of 

Christel, my grandmother, with her well-groomed fingernails, which she regularly polished at the large 

table in the hallway of the house on Bismarckstrasse. She favored an off-red by Dior. She spoke Dior with 

an audibly exaggerated “r” at the end; she valued precise French pronunciation. Over the past few days 

I’d repeatedly thought about Christel. As if she’d just now died, together with Günther, rather than four 

years ago. Small flashes of moments from the Bismarckstrasse: How I’m sitting at her usual seat, 

concentrating on something. How she draws closer up to me, leans over my head and says “love you,” 

and then moves on. 

Christel’s life ended with a long silence. She could still speak, we knew that, but she had no more desire 

to do so. Every three days she came forth with a sentence, otherwise hardly a sign. Günther played old 

hit songs to her on his accordion. “I Love You, Brown Madonna.”  “You Are My Heart’s Delight,” “Yes! We 

Have No Bananas.” Sometimes I’m holding her hand. Inconceivably delicate skin over tiny bones. She 
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breathed, but outside of that didn’t even seem to be in the room. Except one time, when she suddenly 

gave a start, quite unexpectedly: The nurse had said something that caused Günther to sigh and say:  

“There’s hope as long as we live,” suddenly prompting Christel,  in a completely normal voice, to correct 

him: “… as long as we strive!” It was important that Goethe not be misquoted. And she again sank back 

into herself. 

 When I visited for the last time, she had neither said a word nor opened her eyes for days.  

I had brought her a bouquet of tulips and put them in a vase on the pedestal table. I remember that so 

precisely because I’d made a sketch of it: Pedestal table, vase of tulips, sick bed, Christel. Her tanned 

face was disfigured from lying on her back for days on end. In my sketch she looked like an old native 

American chief.  

 

On the evening I returned from Günther’s funeral, Claus came by to celebrate my first day on the job of a 

new film. I told him that I’d decided to write a book about my grandfather. Unexpectedly, he was not 

thrilled, but rather looked upon me almost with pity. “Haven’t we been there before?” he said doubtfully. 

He never got to know Günther, but was convinced that I, along with my whole family, idealized him. “You 

all flinch when someone says anything negative about him.” 

 “Nonsense. I can also see him critically. Believe me, it will be interesting!” 

 I recited for him the highlights that came to mind: “Operation Paper Clip,” where the U.S. 

government evacuated him and other scientists from the Russian sector at the end of the war; his time as 

a jazz musician in Heidelberg; his chemical lab in the garden, where, in the post-war years, he produced 

an urgently needed medicine against worms. That he at some point in the 60s asked his three children: 

Do we want to buy a house or go to America for a year? And the family then naturally went to America. I 

dropped the names of such groundbreaking scientific researchers as Otto Hahn, Otto Bayer, and Otto 

Warburg, names that circulated in the stories told during the Bismarckstrasse years, as Günther had been 

involved with them; but of course, above all, Karl Ziegler, the man who, with his low-pressure 

polyethylene, ushered in the age of plastic. 
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 Günther’s relationship to Ziegler had been formative for him but had not ended well, without my 

exactly knowing why. Under Claus’s further questioning, I realized how much I needed to research. But 

there was no hurry. For now, the film came first.  

 And it was stressful. Two months of scouting for locations and preparation demanded my 

complete attention. Occasionally, Dagmar, my mother, called asking if there was something specific that I 

wanted from the house on Bismarckstrasse before she threw it in the trash. The most beautiful things, the 

music instruments, the pictures, the silver had long been distributed throughout the large family. Among 

other items, I’d landed two lovely metal tins from his collection of numbered teas, Tea Number 5 (earthy, 

fragrant, gray-brown pellets) and Number 17, whose jasmine fragrance reminded me of cozy rainy 

afternoons on Bismarckstrasse. And Christel’s little Danish teak bench with its bright-red cushions, which 

stood in front of the glazed bookcases, was now with me in Berlin under the balcony window. I’ve 

arranged it as my favorite place to sit when calling Claus, who at this time often stayed long nights in his 

studio. An exhibition of his work was coming up; he painted. On the weekend we played ping-pong to 

clear our heads, to curse after missed balls and learn from our losses.  

 One time Bismarckstrasse wound its way directly into my everyday film routine. That was the 

thing about the books that were to be burned.  

The last big scene in the film was the Villa Binz, in which an historian’s library is burned. We 

found a house in the woods with little towers and leaded-glass windows that was on the register of 

historic places, and the owners were cool enough to let us set a fire with special effects. Ironically, in the 

end, one of the bigger problems was to find books for the library to burn down. We estimated that 68 

linear feet of books were needed to fill the shelves. But even at a thrift store, a case (less than three feet) 

cost about $24. That was a real problem for our budget. 

 I thought about Günther’s books. The art books were of course long gone, the scientific works 

were in the institute, a few first editions in a rare book store. The rest of them—mystery novels, 

biographies, literature—were stored in moving boxes and banana cartons under my parents’ carport, and 

even second-hand stores run by social-welfare groups turned them away for lack of space. It was sad to 

see those books rot. My mother kept calling me and my siblings to get the valuable books appraised, true 
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treasures, some of which we should absolutely select. She didn’t want them to end up in recycling. Yet 

there were books … 

 The idea was obvious. It went through my head for a while, as I wanted to be sure not to treat this 

disrespectfully. But it just seemed fitting. 

 I pitched the idea to my father.  

 “Imagine that the books were not tossed in the trash but rather burned. And the whole thing would 

be captured on celluloid and seen in a film.” Several seconds of silence. Geo needed only that much time 

to consider for himself whether the idea was respectful. Then he chuckled and guessed that it would be 

fine with Günther, given his penchant for dramatic gestures. He spoke with his siblings, with Gudrun in 

Heidelberg and Billi in Munich. They all gave the green light. 

 The prop master drove an empty van to Mülheim and returned with a load of books from 

Bismarckstrasse. The filmset was already half arranged on location. The special effects team had 

completely fireproofed the front room without drilling a single hole. The panels were wedged in and 

bombproofed as the construction manager demonstrated to me by means of a chin-up. A room in a room 

had emerged. It reminded me of the art installations of Gregor Schneider, who builds rooms into existing 

rooms, so slightly altered one hardly notices the difference. We began installing the furnishings that would 

be set on fire: old carpets, lampshades, and a wingback chair, which, in front of the camera, so I hoped, 

would appear authentic. Everything was rubbed with lighting gel, especially the bookcases, which were 

made out of light, flammable wood, and had hastily been given a brown patina on site. 

 Together with two co-workers, I filled those shelves with my grandparents’ books. I grabbed hold 

of five or six books at a time, paying little or no attention to the titles. Sometimes there was a book in 

French or English. In one case, The Pocket Oracle, by Baltasar Gracián, was among them; with its yellow 

jacket it stood out among all the brownish old books. The Art of Prudence, as it’s called in the subtitle, 

had been Günther’s favorite book; he often gifted it in the Bismarckstrasse time. Constantly I discovered 

other editions and wondered to myself how many of them were in circulation: Hardcover and paperbacks 

and editions from different decades; in some, post-it notes were stuck inside, in others, he’d commented 

in pen or pencil. 
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 Someone handed me a few index cards that had been written on and stuck inside books as 

markers. Mostly chemical formulas—a language that I didn’t understand. But Günther’s handwriting was 

almost as familiar to me as my own. The prop master looked at me reproachfully. Although I’d explained it 

to her, she couldn’t understand how I could go through with this. To burn my grandfather’s books for a 

film. I myself was suddenly no longer certain. 

 While we waited for dark to come, the last wiring was being laid in the house, equipment 

checked, kerosene sprayed on the set. The mood was tense, the special effects people banished 

everyone from the set; shouting, the floor manager repeated his announcements. Like a wandering flock 

of sheep, the team shuffled over into the garden to their co-workers behind the monitors.  

 A few select people remained where they were, such as the sound editor, whose sound truck had 

a special place in the kitchen. From my position under a tree, I saw how he stole into the bookroom one 

more time, shortly before the effects were discharged. His head cocked to the side, he stood in front of 

the shelves, contemplated the books, removing one of them. Later, he showed me what he’d taken out: 

John Muir, The Mountains of California.  

 Then the fire burned, controlled but strong. Its light outshone the books. Only later in the close-

ups did I discern on the monitor individual singed pages of books, which the standby propman had blown 

into the image with shreds of ashes.  

 

More films followed this film and several years passed by in which something always kept me from taking 

up the Günther project. Sometimes it came to mind, for example, when I was with my parents in Mülheim 

or with my siblings, who had started families and had children who would never know their great-

grandparents. Yet Günther’s life remained unwritten. It’s important, I said to myself, but not so urgent. The 

right time for it would come. And so it then happened, albeit differently than I’d imagined—not in the form 

of an inspiration, but rather of an unsettling surprise.  

 I’d called up Toby to wish him a happy birthday and my niece answered the phone. She just 

came from karate class and had to soon leave for her robotics group. We chatted briefly, and she told me 

that the other day she’d been researching on the internet and occasionally, out of boredom, googled to 

see what she could find out about her family. And in the process she stumbled onto a Wikipedia entry on 
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her great-grandfather, Günther Otto Schenck. “But there wasn’t much there,” Henriette said. “Just where 

he was born and when he died. And his distinctions.” 

 Odd that I myself had never thought of simply googling Günther. After the phone call I sat at the 

computer and found the entry.   

“Günther Otto Schenck was a German chemist,” it said. “In November 1933 he joined the Storm 

Troopers, and starting May 1, 1937, was a member of the National Socialist German Workers’ Party. He 

was professor of chemistry in Göttingen and founding director of the Max Planck Institute for Radiation 

Chemistry in Mülheim on the Ruhr.”  

I had known about the National Socialist party. Günther had told me that a friend there had 

enrolled him. To protect him. And once a person had enrolled, you’d better not resign. 

 I didn’t know about the Storm Troopers. 


